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Australian courts’ approach to multi-party and multi-contract
arbitration
Australia’s domestic commercial arbitration
landscape
has
recently
undergone
comprehensive reform, with the adoption of
the UNCITRAL Model Law (Model Law) in all
jurisdictions except the Australian Capital
Territory. The uniform Commercial Arbitration
Acts (Acts), introduced between 2010 and
2013, have simplified Australia’s dualist
arbitration regime but have simultaneously
added complication to multi-party proceedings.
The present article will examine the courts’
application of the new legislation with special
attention to their newfound obligation to uphold
arbitration agreements.
A poorly drafted arbitration clause may result
in only part of a dispute between parties being
referable to arbitration.
Alternatively, the
dispute may involve parties who were not
subject to the arbitration agreement. In these
cases, enforcement of the arbitration clause
could result in a bifurcation of proceedings,
whereby part of the dispute is heard by an
arbitral tribunal and the residue is put before
the court. This scenario presents a risk of
contradictory findings, and adds cost and
complexity to the dispute resolution process.
Until the introduction of the new Acts, where a
dispute is only partly arbitrable, courts had
traditionally exercised their discretion to refuse
to enforce the arbitration clause, such that the
entire dispute is heard by the court.
Following the adoption of the Model Law,
however, the courts no longer have this
discretion. Section 8 of the Acts provides
that, where a valid and operative arbitration
clause exists, the court ‘must… refer the
parties to arbitration’. The principal question
in applying section 8, then, is whether the

dispute falls within the scope of a valid and
operable
arbitration
agreement.
In
addressing this question, the courts have had
er 2013
reference to Australian decisions construing
the Model Law in the context of the
International Arbitration Act 1974 (Cth), as
well as overseas decisions that consider the
Model Law. These decisions have informed
the standard of proof required to satisfy
section 8.
In Singapore, for example, the courts consider
themselves bound to refer a dispute to
arbitration where, on a prima facie review,
there is a valid agreement that encompasses
the dispute1. The prima facie approach is
also favoured in Canada and Hong Kong.2 In
contrast, the English courts adopt a full merits
approach, including a trial where necessary,
to decide on the balance of probabilities
whether an arbitration agreement exists and
encompasses the dispute.3
The Australian position most closely
resembles the English test. In Rinehart v
Rinehart (No 3)4 Gleeson J held that a party
seeking referral to arbitration ‘must prove, on
the balance of probabilities, the existence of
an apparently valid arbitration agreement’.
The party must also demonstrate ‘on the
balance of probabilities whether, on the proper
interpretation of the relevant arbitration
agreement, a matter arising in the proceeding
falls within the scope of the agreement’.5
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Multi-party disputes
An example of the application of this approach
can be found in John Holland Pty Ltd v
Kellogg Brown & Root Pty Ltd,6 a case of a
multi-party dispute. There, John Holland had
entered into separate contracts with Kellogg
Brown & Root (KBR), and Atlantis Corporation
(Atlantis), each of which contained an
arbitration agreement.
John Holland
commenced proceedings in the Supreme
Court of New South Wales against KBR and
Atlantis seeking damages for breach of
contract and negligence, amongst other
claims. Both KBR and Atlantis applied to the
court for a stay of the court proceedings and
referral to arbitration under section 8 of the
Commercial Arbitration Act 2010 (NSW),
relying on the arbitration agreements
contained in their respective contracts. The
Court found that the arbitration agreement in
the KBR contract was valid and did
encompass the dispute, and referred that
dispute to arbitration.
However, the
arbitration agreement between John Holland
and Atlantis was held to be inoperative
because the parties had not yet undergone
negotiation and expert determination, which
were contractual preconditions to arbitration.
The Court stayed John Holland’s action
against Atlantis pending fulfilment of the
obligations of negotiation and expert
determination. This resulted in John Holland
being able to pursue its claim against KBR
through arbitration, while being unable to bring
arbitration proceedings against Atlantis at the
time.

Multi-contract disputes
A multiplicity of proceedings can also arise
where there exist multiple contracts between
the same parties, as in Elders International
Pty Ltd v Beijing Be Green Import & Export Co
Ltd.7 In that case, relevantly, Beijing Be
entered into three contracts with Elders for the
purchase of cattle, namely contracts C90,
C93, and C96. Beijing Be made claims
against Elders for commission payments
under C93 and C96. In the meantime, Elders
alleged that Beijing Be had breached its
obligations under C90, thereby entitling Elders
to unliquidated damages to be set off against
its obligation to pay commission under C93
and C96.
Elders failed to pay the
commission Beijing Be asserted it was owed.
Consequently, Beijing Be referred the claims
under C93 and C96 to arbitration before
CIETAC.8 With the consent of each party,

those claims were consolidated.
Elders
submitted a counterclaim in that proceeding
for unliquidated damages for breach of C90 to
be set off against any commission Elders was
found to owe Beijing Be. The arbitral tribunal
held that the dispute under C90 was unrelated
to the commission payments proceeding, and
that the tribunal did not have jurisdiction,
without consent of Beijing Be, to determine
the unliquidated damages claim under C90
within the commission payment arbitration.
Beijing Be sought, and the Federal Court
granted, enforcement of the tribunal’s
judgment.9 Elders had sought a stay of
enforcement on the basis that it had good
prospects of success in the claim under C90
that it was pursuing in separate arbitration
proceedings and it would be entitled to set off
that award against the judgment in C93 and
C96. However, the Court refused the stay,
observing:
‘When appropriate weight is
given to the circumstance that
the Award was the result of an
arbitral process into which the
parties had freely and voluntarily
entered through their commercial
agreements, the refusal of the
stay became inevitable.’10
On appeal, the decision to enforce the
judgment was upheld. Chief Justice Allsop
observed that there was no connection
between the three contracts, and ‘no
overarching contract linking’ them. This was
despite the individual contracts, and the
arbitration clauses within them, being in
substantially identical terms. There was no
‘capacity to bring about a relationship between
disputes under separate contracts.’
The decision in Elders demonstrates the risk
of a multiplicity of proceedings where multiple
contracts exist between the same parties,
even when those contracts deal with the same
subject matter and provide for arbitration by
the same method.
___________________
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Simplifying multifaceted disputes

Conclusion

As Allsop CJ suggested in Elders, parties who
become involved in multi-contract disputes can
execute an ‘overarching contract’ or umbrella
agreement requiring the parties to resolve each
dispute in a single arbitral proceeding. Such an
agreement can be executed even after the
formation of the substantive contracts. Where,
at the time of contracting, the parties foresee the
existence of multiple contracts, the arbitration
clause in each contract should provide for
consolidation of all disputes between the parties.
It is also advisable to agree that any future
arbitration be conducted pursuant to institutional
rules that facilitate joinder or consolidation.
However, joinder or consolidation generally
requires the consent of the parties, which may
not be forthcoming once a dispute has arisen.
The rules of all key international arbitral
institutions provide for consolidation and joinder
and some, including ACICA11 and HKIAC,12 allow
a third party to apply to intervene in proceedings.

It is clear that even where there exists a
commercial closeness between contracts or
parties, and despite the efficiency benefits of
determining all disputes before a single forum,
the courts will fulfil their statutory obligation to
enforce an arbitration agreement. In seeking
to protect against a multiplicity of proceedings,
contracting parties should draft arbitration
clauses in wide terms and ensure all potential
disputants are subject to the agreement to
arbitrate. By these measures, parties can
strive to have their disputes resolved quickly
and at minimal expense, while enjoying the
benefits of privacy and flexibility afforded by
commercial arbitration.
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